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Abstract Agent researchers are still trying to determine useful ways of representing agents and agent-based systems. So this
paper presents a proposal for a Systematic Approach for Agent Design by using Unified Modeling Language (UML) diagram.
In this paper we illustrate notions for the behavior of an agent using and extending UML class diagrams. Focus on
representing the agent migration from take requests and between other hosts. In a case study we explain one variant of
notation that is the most suitable for given scenario. And show that it is easier to design agent applications based on agent
UML, by develop software for our case study generated by UML software package.
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1. Introduction

2. Background of an Agent

For a long time people used each others and sometimes
animals as their agents. Developments in information
processing technology, computers and their networks,
have made it possible to build and use artificial agents.
Agents are the advanced tools people use to achieve
different goals and to various problems. The main
difference between ordinary tools and agents is that;
agents can function independently from those who
delegated agency to the agents. Now the most popular
approach in artificial intelligence is based on agents.
Intelligent agents form a basis for many kinds of
advanced software systems that incorporate varying
methodologies, diverse sources of domain knowledge,
and a variety of data types. The intelligent agent
approach has been applied extensively in business
applications, and more recently in medical decision
support systems [27], [6] and ecology [17]. In the
general paradigm, the human decision maker is
considered to be an agent and is incorporated into the
decision process. The overall decision is facilitated by a
task manager that assigns subtasks to the appropriate
agent and combines conclusions reached by agents to
form the final decision. This paper structured as
follows. In section 2 we give the concept of agent
(definitions). Section 3 represents related work that
includes Historical overview and answer for question
(why UML?). Section 4 showing the different UML
diagrams and their application for agent-based systems,
we concern with class diagram. Section 5 gives a case
study with searcher scenario. Section 6 represents Class
Diagram for the Case Study. Section 7 concludes the
paper.

There are several definitions of intelligent and
software agents. Some of the major definitions and
descriptions of agents are given as follows:
Agents are computational systems that inhabit some
complex, dynamic environment, and sense and it acts
autonomously to realize a set of goals or tasks.
Agents are semi-autonomous computer programs that
intelligently assist the user with computer applications
by employing artificial intelligence techniques to
assist users with daily computer tasks. Such as reading
electronic mail, maintaining a calendar, and filing
information. Agents learn through example-based
reasoning and are able to improve their performance
over time.
Agents are software robots that think and act on
behalf of a user to carry out tasks. An agent helps
meet the growing need for more functional, flexible,
personal computing and telecommunications systems.
The Usage of intelligent agents includes selfcontained tasks, operating semi-autonomously, and
communication between user and systems resources.
Agents are software programs that implement user
delegation. Agents manage complexity, support user
mobility, and lower the entry level for new users.
Agents are a design model similar to client-server
computing, rather than strictly a technology, program,
or product [9].
An agent is anything that can be viewed as
perceiving its environment through sensors and acting
upon that environment through effectors, Russel and
Norvig, [26].
Intelligent agents continuously perform three
functions: perception of dynamic conditions in the
environment; action to affect conditions in the
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environment; and reasoning to interpret perceptions,
solve problems, draw inferences, and determine
actions, Hayes-Roth, [11].
Intelligent agents are software entities that carry out
some set of operations on behalf of a user or another
program, with some degree of independence or
autonomy, and in so doing, employ some knowledge or
representation of the user's goals or desires [12].
People, animals, and robots are examples of physical
agents. Software agents and Ego in the sense of
psychoanalysis are examples of mental agents. The
head of a Turing machine (cf., for example, Burgin,
[6]) is an example of a structural agent.

3. Related Work
3.1. Overview
A
considerable
number
of
agent-oriented
methodologies and tools are available today, and the
agent community is facing the problem of identifying a
common vocabulary to support them (for details see
work in [1], this section is based on it). There is a
considerable interest in the agent R&D community in
methods and tools for analyzing and designing complex
agent-based software systems, including various
approaches to formal specification (see [13] for a
survey). Since 1996, agent-based software engineering
has been in the focus of the ATAL workshop series; it
also was the main topic of the 1999 MAAMAW
workshop [8]. Various researchers have developed
methodologies for agent design, touching on
representational mechanisms, like the GAIA
methodology [8] or the extensive program underway at
the Free University of Amsterdam on compositional
methodologies for requirements [9], design [5], and
verification [16]. In [9, 19], Kinny et al. propose a
modeling technique for BDI agents. The close affinity
between design mechanisms employed for agent-based
system and those used for object-oriented systems is
shared by a number of authors, for example, [3]. In
particular, since 2000, the Agent-Oriented Software
Engineering Workshop (AOSE) has become the major
forum for research carried out on these topics,
including new methodologies such as Tropos [10],
Prometheus [25], and MESSAGE [21]. Currently, most
industrial methodologies are based on the Object
Management Group’s (OMG) Unified Modeling
Language (UML) accompanied by process frameworks
such as the Rational Unified Process (RUP), see [21]
for details. The Model- Driven Architecture (MDA
[23]) from the OMG allows a cascade if code
generations from high-level models (platform
independent model) via platform dependent models to
directly executable code. Another approach for agile
software engineering that has been receiving active
coverage is Extreme Programming [2].
The UML is a standard modeling language for
visualizing, specifying, constructing, and documenting

the elements of systems in general, and software
systems in particular [4]. UML has a well-defined
syntax and semantics. It provides a rich set of
graphical artifacts to help in the elicitation and top–
down refinement of object-oriented software systems
from requirements capture to the deployment of
software components.
In UML, systems can be modeled by considering
three aspects, the behavioral, the structural and the
architectural aspects; each aspect is concerned with
both the static and dynamic views of the system. The
static view represents a projection onto the static
structures of the complete system description.
However, the dynamic view represents a projection
onto the dynamical behavior of the system. Finally,
views are communicated using a number of diagrams
containing information emphasizing a particular
aspect of the system.

3.2. Why UML?
As an OMG standard, UML 2.0 is now considered a
“final” standard, as of November 2004 [24]. In other
words, many of the errors and inconsistencies of the
original submission have been rectified. More than
3000 issues were files and resolved by the UML 2.0
Finalization Task Force. As such software vendors can
begin to build software tools that support the UML 2.0
Superstructure and Infrastructure. In addition, a firmer
foundation is now available to adequately support the
extensions for agent-based system modeling. The
FIPA Modeling Technical Committee [8] and the
OMG Agent Special Interest Group are actively
working on extending UML for agent-based system
modeling. These efforts are primarily supported by the
work of more than a dozen software tool vendors.

4. Agent modeling with Unified Modeling
Language (UML)
UML is adequate for modeling object-oriented (OO)
systems. But UML lacks the capability to readily
model and specify agent systems. Unlike [Odell
2001a]’s Agent UML, we feel that every component
of the UML must be extended. UML has a long
history and is the result of a standardization effort on
different
modeling
languages
(like
EntityRelationship-Diagrams, the Booch-Notation, OMT,
OOSE), namely Unified Modeling Language. The
most popular versions of UML are UML 1.x, but now
UML 2.0 is the upcoming new specification for
development of systems. The Unified Modeling
Language (UML) is a standard modeling language for
visualizing (using the standardized graphic UML
notations), specifying the static structure, dynamic
behavior and model organization as well as
constructing system, by mapping UML to
programming environment and generate some code
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automatically, and documenting every phase of the
lifecycle from analysis and design through deployment
and maintenance. UML consists of a notation,
describing the syntax of the modeling language and a
graphical notation, and a meta model, describing the
semantics of UML, namely the static semantics of
UML, but no operational semantics. However, UML
defines no software process, since a software process
describes the development activities, dependencies of
these activities and how they are applied.
<<Host1>>

<<Host2>>

Figure 1. Go action in UML.

4.1. Class diagram
In this section we focus on the first diagram (class
diagram figure 2) defined in the Superstructure
Specification. We will use this distinction to present the
diagram type and how can be applied for modeling
agent-based systems.
A Class Diagram describes on the one side a data
model, i.e. collection of declarative (static) model
elements, like classes and types, and on the other side
their contents and relationships. Moreover the static
structure of the system to be developed and all relevant
structure dependencies and data types can be modeled
with class diagram [14]. They are applied in various
phases of the project, e.g. analysis (conceptual
modeling of the domain), design (platform independent
description) of the implementation, detailed design
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(platform specific description) and to bridge the gap to
the behavior diagrams. Class diagrams describe
classes and interfaces with their attributes and
operations, as well as associations between them
(including aggregation and composition), but also
generalization (a specific kind of inheritance) and
dependencies among them. New to UML 2.0 is that
attributes have ordering, graphical notations for
associations are defined, graphical interface notation
are introduced using lollipops, some unification on the
notations for e.g. visibility, names and types has been
done[24, 22]. Moreover attributes have no implicit
composition associations and dependencies are
completely redefined. Class diagrams are illustrated in
Figure 2. An agent model can be defined using class
names, inheritance (generalization) of classes and
adding name, type, position/role, capabilities and
constrains, either directly or via associations. A role
hierarchy can be defined using generalization.
However roles cannot be modeled in the necessary
detail with any UML 2.0 diagram. Service models can
also be done by this diagram type, e.g. defining
services with input/output parameters and pre-/postconditions as classes with attributes and functions (the
service interface).

5. Case study: Book Searcher
The case study includes three network nodes:
Home, Host1 (British Library) and Host2 (Congress
Library) figure 3. On Host1 and Host2 resides library
agent, which is responsible for providing the books
List. The searcher agent is created on Home node. The
input parameter is the item. The Searcher agent
migrates from home node to Host1 node and requests
library1agent to give the books list. The library1 agent
responds with the whole books list. The searcher
extracts the book and migrates to the next node. After

Figure 2. Specify agent behavior using UML class diagram
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Figure 3. Book searcher scenario

visiting all nodes the Searcher agent migrates back to
the Home node and informs the user where it has found
the specified item.
The mobile agent one-to-one relationship is the
simplest; where the mobile agent (library agent)
isplaced between two negotiators (user searcher agent
and the library) in this case. Similarly, one-to-many and
many-to-one relationships; where the mobile agent
(library agent) is placed between one negotiator at one
side and more than one negotiator at the other side (a
user searcher agent and more than one library) in this
case.
The user inputs his demand through the Graphical
User Interface (GUI) where it is going to be placed as a
search_query. The user searcher agent then scans the
network in order to build a list of available libraries.
The user searcher agent then takes the search_query
and starts the journey by visiting the first library on the
list.
Before the user searcher agent can reach the server
of the library, it must pass the library’s security check.
While the user searcher agent enquires about the book
needed, a local library agent, residing in the library
server, is activated. There will be two scenarios with
respect to the library: book found and book not found.
The local library agent returns the results to the user
searcher agent if the book is found then terminates the
communication with the user searcher agent. If the
book is not found, then the local library agent informs
the user searcher agent that the book wasn’t found and
then terminates the communication with the user
searcher agent. The user searcher agent then follows the
itinerary and moves to the next library. Finally, the user
searcher agent returns back to the user with the libraries
list where it found the book needed.

6. Class Diagram for the Case Study
In this section we show how usual UML class diagrams
can use and extended in the framework of agent

oriented programming development. We will use the
following notation to distinguish between different
kinds of agent classes and instances. The first one
denotes some agent class, the second some agent class
satisfying distinguished roles and the last one defines
some agent instance satisfying distinguished roles.
The roles can be neglected for agent instances.
According to the statement given above what has to be
specified for agent classes we specify agents by the
agent class diagram.
The usual UML notation can also be used to define
such an agent class, but for more readable reasons we
have introduced the above notation. Using stereotypes
an agent class written as a class diagram can look as
shown in figure. 2.
The Class and Activity diagrams are generated as
the static and dynamic aspects of objects by
represented the attributes and operations of the object.
Figure 4 shows the Class diagram and Activity
diagram applied to our example. The Activity diagram
shows how to search the information and find the best
solution. In the Class diagram, there are four classes
for our problem. Each class has attributes and
operations, showing their roles as follows.
User_Interface class:
• read_search_query: This method is for reading the
search criteria from the user through the GUI of the
searcher agent.
• display_results: This method is for displaying the
results found.
• trace: This method is for displaying any messages.
Agent Class:
• start_agent: This method is for starting the user
searcher agent
• stop_agent: This method is for stopping the user
searcher agent after accomplishing the task.
• terminate: This method is for ending the code.
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Figure 4. Agent-class diagrams applied to example.

Agent_Control Class:
• scan_network: This method is for scanning the
network to find the libraries servers.
• return_results: This method is for sending the results
to the user.
• stop_agent_control: This method is for ending the
Agent Control.
Library_Agent Class:
• start_agent: This method is for starting the library
agent.
• stop_agent: This method is for stopping the library
agent after accomplishing the task.
• find_item: This method is for searching the library
server’s database for the book needed.
• return_results: This method is for sending the results
to the user searcher agent.
• terminate_communication: This method is for
ending the communication between the library agent
and the user searcher agent.
• inform_termination: This method is for informing
the user searcher agent that communication is
terminated with the library agent

7. Evaluation and Conclusion
This paper presents a Systematic Approach for Agent
Design to support the modeling and the implementation
of agent using UML profile which defines a class

diagram. From the end user's perspective, the goal is
to provide a personal travel assistant, i.e., a software
agent that uses information about the users' schedule
and preferences in order to assist them in travel,
including preparation as well as on-trip support. This
requires providing ubiquitous access to assistant
functions for the user, in the office, at home, and while
on the trip, using PCs, notebooks, information
terminals, PDAs, and mobile phones.
The requirements for artifacts to support the
analysis and design became clear, and the material
described in this paper has been developed
incrementally, driven by these requirements. So far no
empirical tests have been carried out to evaluate the
benefits of the Agent UML framework. However,
from this paper, we see two advantages extensions as
a result: Firstly, they make it easier for users who are
familiar with object-oriented software development
but new to developing agent systems to understand
what multi agent systems are about, and to understand
the principles of looking at a system as a society of
agents rather than a distributed collection of objects.
Secondly, our estimate is that the time spent for design
can be reduced by a minor amount, which grows with
the number of agent-based projects. However, we
expect that as soon as components are provided to
support the implementation based on Agent UML
specifications, this will widely enhance the benefit. In
our work we use star UML package to develop
software for our case study by generate a code from
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star UML software package, this software can generate
a code by more than languages such as Java, C++, and
other.
As a future work we are looking to implement MAUML diagrams. Also looking to the design and the
implementation of a mobile agent based A Systematic
Approach for modeling Agent Mobility with other
UML Diagrams.
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